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SUMMARY

Beat induction is the cognitive ability that allows humans to listen to a regular
pulse in music and move in synchrony with it. Although auditory rhythmic cues
induce more consistent synchronization than flashing visual metronomes, this
auditory-visual asymmetry can be canceled by visual moving stimuli. Here, we
investigated whether the naturalness of visual motion or its kinematics could pro-
vide a synchronization advantage over flashing metronomes. Subjects were
asked to tap in sync with visual metronomes defined by vertically accelerating/
decelerating motion, either congruent or not with natural gravity; horizontally
accelerating/decelerating motion; or flashing stimuli. We found that motion kine-
matics was the predominant factor determining rhythm synchronization, as accel-
erating moving metronomes in any cardinal direction produced more precise and
predictive tapping than decelerating or flashing conditions. Our results support
the notion that accelerating visual metronomes convey a strong sense of beat,
as seen in the cueing movements of an orchestra director.

INTRODUCTION

Beat induction is the cognitive ability that allows humans to listen to a regular pulse in music and move in

synchrony with it. Critically, without beat induction there is no music perception; hence, it is considered a

universal human trait.1–3 A rather useful paradigm to investigate beat induction is the synchronization-

continuation task (SCT), in which subjects tap in sync with periodic sensory cues that generate an internal

reference interval (synchronization epoch) and keep tapping after the metronome is extinguished using

this internal beat representation (continuation epoch).4,5 Performance in this task shows that the vari-

ability of produced intervals increases linearly with the mean, known as scalar property (a form of We-

ber’s law)6–8 and that shorter and longer intervals are over- and underestimated (termed bias effect or

regression toward the mean).9–12 In addition, subjects use an error correction mechanism that maintains

tap synchronization with the metronome since a longer produced interval tends to be followed by a

shorter interval and vice versa, to avoid error accumulation and losing the metronome.13,14 In contrast,

during continuation, there is a drift in the produced duration.15,16 Functional imaging and neurophysio-

logical studies have shown that beat induction and entrainment depend on the cortico-thalamic-striatal,

involving the medial premotor cortex and the putamen.17–21 A neural clock flexibly represents the inter-

nal beat in the cyclical resetting of cell population states within the medial premotor cortex.22–26

It is widely known that rhythmic tapping is more accurate and consistent when cued by auditory metro-

nomes than flashing visual metronomes.7,27–30 The superiority of audition across studies supports the

notion that the auditory system is specialized for time processing, while vision is specialized for spatial pro-

cessing.31–33 Indeed, a recent hypothesis accentuates the role of the audiomotor system in beat perception

and entrainment.34–36 Nevertheless, visual moving metronomes can cancel out the auditory-visual asym-

metry,37 especially with naturalistic stimuli such as videos of a bouncing ball with changes in speed14,38

or acceleration profiles that are congruent with the effects of gravity.39 The hypothesis behind these obser-

vations is that visual motion may engage the time-to-collision mechanism in the parietal cortex. This mech-

anism is used for interception of moving targets or collision avoidance.40–43 Thus, the parieto-premotor sys-

tem recruited for encoding time to contact for single events could also be involved in the rhythm

internalization of periodic collision points, efficiently driving themotor system for beat-based timing.14,44,45

In other words, the visual parieto-premotor system could predict a visual beat as efficiently as the audio-

motor system for auditory stimuli. Remarkably, the degree of congruency between visual motion andmotor
iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors.
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response can influence rhythm synchronization to visual motion stimuli, as tappingmovements alignedwith

the direction of the visual motion can accomplish better synchronization than those incongruent with the

visual motion direction.37 These findings support the hypothesis that gravitational cues can facilitate some

perceptual functions, like interpreting the causality and naturalness of object motion or discriminating

pendular motion,46–49 and can lead to an advantage in manual interceptions by engaging an internal rep-

resentation of gravity in the vestibular cortex.50–52 Interestingly, object kinematics displayed on a computer

screen can engage this internal representation of gravity, especially if the pictorial background provides

scaling cues to real-world metrics.53–57

No studies have used naturalistic videos to determine the effects of Earth’s gravity on beat induction.

Therefore, we designed an SCT cued by objects that were either vertically or horizontally accelerating

over background images that provided elements of naturalness. By pairing upward and downward motion

with accelerated and decelerated motion, vertical motion was either compatible or not with Earth’s gravity

effects. Thus, downward accelerations and upward decelerations are congruent with gravity effects,

whereas downward decelerations and upward accelerations are not. In addition, we also used horizontal

motion, where all combinations of motion direction (leftward or rightward) and acceleration (positive or

negative) could be considered plausible. In principle, this experimental design can dissect the effects of

the target kinematics per se from those of the target motion naturalness on the subjects’ ability to repro-

duce the temporal intervals cued by the moving stimuli. Importantly, we developed a Bayesian observer

model that fully explained the changes in time precision, accuracy, and correlation in the produced inter-

vals in the tapping sequence. With this framework of statistical inference, we found that subjects used

different strategies to optimally switch between the sensory-guided tap synchronization and the internally

driven continuation, such as error correction and regression toward the mean, respectively. Overall, the

present findings describe profound effects of the acceleration and deceleration profiles of moving metro-

nomes on rhythmic tapping but minimal effects of natural gravity compared to those of arbitrary motion.

These results are in line with the sharp acceleration profiles and abrupt changes in direction that conduc-

tors use to define the beat of an orchestra.
RESULTS

Sixteen subjects performed a modified version of the SCT (Figure 1, see STAR methods). Briefly,

participants produced five intervals by tapping on a touchscreen in sync with visual cued stimuli

alternating between two positions (synchronization epoch) and then continued tapping at the same

tempo for another five intervals without the visual cues (continuation epoch) (Figure 1A). Tapping was

also performed alternating between two positions in the bottom-right portion of the touchscreen. We

used two stimuli and two response locations to generate an SCT that simulated natural situations,

such as a drummer playing the bongos, congas, or timbales. In one variation of the SCT, eight different

motion conditions were used to define the intervals: two vertical (up and down) and two horizontal (right

and left) directions, each with either accelerating (1G) or decelerating (-1G) targets, rendered on two

distinct quasi-realistic visual scenarios (Figures 1B and 1C). Temporal intervals were cued by two flanking

objects moving with the same kinematics (motion duration = 750 ms) but shifted temporally so that the

bouncing against flat surfaces defined the interval duration of the visual metronome. Subjects were in-

structed to tap in sync with the bouncing targets. As control conditions, we used flashing visual metro-

nomes consisting of two flanking targets flashing alternately (150 ms). These targets were identical in

appearance and location as those in the moving metronome conditions (Figures 1F and 1G). Five target

interval durations (td from 450 to 850 ms in steps of 100 ms) across all visual motion and flashing condi-

tions were used.
Precision, accuracy, and prediction of rhythmic timing

First, we assessed the effects of the various experimental manipulations of the moving and flashing metro-

nomes on constant error (CE), temporal variability (TV), and asynchronies. CE is a measure of timing accu-

racy and corresponds to the difference between produced and target intervals. TV is a measure of timing

precision and corresponds to the standard deviation of the produced intervals. Asynchronies are the time

differences between stimuli and tap responses and represent measures of rhythmic prediction, which can

be evaluated only during the SCT synchronization epoch.7,24,58
2 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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Figure 1. Synchronization-continuation task (SCT)

(A) Sequence of taps and definition of reproduced temporal intervals. A trial started when subjects placed their right

index finger on the starting position at the center of the tapping area located at the bottom-right corner of the

touchscreen (see also panels B and C). Then, isochronous stimuli were presented, and their motion alternated between

two positions. After the first three instruction visual stimuli (observation epoch), the subjects produced six taps in

synchrony with the metronome (synchronization epochs S1-5 denote the reproduced intervals) by tapping first on the left

red circle and then by alternating between the two red circles in the tapping area. After the visual metronome was

extinguished, the subjects continued tapping at the same tempo for another six taps without any visual cue (continuation

epochs C1-5 denote the reproduced intervals). Five target interval durations were used (td from 450 to 850 ms in steps of

100 ms). During the task, subjects were required to maintain ocular fixation on designated points of the visual scene (see

panels B and C).

(B) Vertical Scenario. Visual metronomes were presented in separate trials, either at the bottom or at the top of the palm

trees, by alternating visual stimuli at fixed intervals between the right (first) and left trees. The dark green circle between

the two palm trees indicates the ocular fixation point when the visual metronomes were presented at the bottom of the

trees. The fixation point (not shown for clarity) presented at the top of the trees was located between the two palm trees,

at the same visual angle distance as the one used for the bottom visual metronomes.

(C) Horizontal Scenario. Visual metronomes were presented either at the right or left ends of the two bookshelves. The

dark green circle between the two shelves denotes the ocular fixation point when visual metronomes were presented at

the right end of the shelves. The fixation point for the visual metronomes presented at the left end of the shelves (not
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Figure 1. Continued

shown for clarity) was located between the bookshelves at the same visual angle distance from the visual metronomes

at the right end of the shelves.

(D) Moving metronomes in the Vertical Scenario. Two coconuts were either dropped from both palm trees and bounced

on the ground below the trees or were launched from the ground and bounced against the top branches of the palm

trees. In each trial, the two coconuts moved in the same direction and with the same kinematics (motion duration =

750 ms), but their motion onsets were shifted temporally at fixed amounts of time so that alternate bounces between the

right (occurring first) and the left coconut occurred at fixed intervals corresponding to one of the five possible interval

durations of the visual metronome. For each direction of motion, coconuts either accelerated (open circles going further

apart as they approach the bounce, coded as a red plus sign) or decelerated (open circles getting progressively closer as

they approach the bounce, coded as aminus green sign). The velocity at the bounce was 59 and 5 visual degrees*sec�1 for

accelerated and decelerated motion, respectively. After the bounce, coconuts moved at an oblique angle from the

bouncing surface and disappeared quickly behind the trees at a velocity between 18 and 21 visual degrees*sec�1. Vertical

motion conditions congruent with natural gravity effects (i.e., downward accelerated and upward decelerated) are

shaded in pink.

(E) Moving metronomes in the Horizontal Scenario. Two toy racing cars ran along the top and bottom bookshelves,

starting at one end (symbolized by the black triangle) and bouncing against the pile of books (symbolized by the shaded

rectangle) at the opposite end. As in the Vertical Scenario, in each trial, the two moving targets had the same kinematics

(either accelerated or decelerated; motion duration = 750 ms), but their motion onsets were shifted temporally at fixed

amounts of time so that the alternate bounces between the car on the bottom (occurring first) and top shelves defined one

of the five possible interval durations of the visual metronome. The velocity at the bounce was 59 and 5 visual

degrees*sec�1 for accelerated and decelerated motion, respectively. After the bounce, cars moved at an oblique angle

from the bouncing surface and disappeared quickly behind the book piles at a velocity between 18 and 21 visual

degrees*sec�1.

(F) Flashing metronomes in the Vertical Scenario. In each trial, static coconut images were alternately flashed for 150 ms

between the right (first) and left palm trees, at one of the five possible interval durations of the visual metronome.

Alternated flashing of the coconuts occurred at the bouncing locations of the moving metronomes, either at the treetops

or on the ground.

(G) Flashing metronomes in the Horizontal Scenario. In each trial, static toy car images were alternately flashed for 150 ms

between the bottom (first) and top bookshelves, at one of the five possible interval durations of the visual metronome.

Alternate flashing of the toy cars occurred at the bouncing locations of the moving metronomes, either at the left or right

end of the bookshelves.
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Tapping precision

The slope method is a classical timing model that uses linear regression between TV as a function of target

duration (td ) to reach a generalized form of Weber’s law (Figure 2A, data from the first produced interval in

the continuation epoch). The resulting slope (slopeTV) is associated with the time-dependent process since

it captures the scalar property of interval timing. The intercept (interceptTV) is related to the time-indepen-

dent component, which is the fraction of variance that remains similar across interval durations and is asso-

ciated with sensory detection and processing, decision making, memory load, and/or motor execu-

tion.59–61 As a convention, we computed the interceptTV at the intermediate target interval of 650 ms

instead of at 0 ms, as usually computed in linear regression (Figure 2A). InterceptTV and slopeTV were

computed for each subject and condition through linear regression. Figure 2B shows, for the deceleration

conditions (mean of the four directions), that slopeTV values plotted as a function of interceptTV follow a

U-shaped curve across the produced intervals during the synchronization (S1-S5) and continuation (C1-

C5) epochs. The time-independent component was large at S1, decreased within the sequence around

C1, and rebounded at the end of the continuation epoch. The time-dependent component showed a sys-

tematic decrease during synchronization and a slight increase during continuation (Figure 2C). Similar

U-shaped curves were observed for the eight motion conditions, with larger interceptTV and slopeTV for

the deceleration condition compared to the acceleration condition, regardless of the target motion direc-

tions (see Figure S1A). To parametrize these effects, we first performed repeated measures ANOVAs using

either interceptTV or slopeTV as dependent variables and serial order (1–10), stimulus kinematics (acceler-

ation, deceleration), and direction (the four cardinal directions) as factors. The results for interceptTV
showed significant main effects of serial order and stimulus kinematics, but neither significant main effects

for direction nor significant interactions, except for the significant serial order x stimulus kinematics inter-

action (Table S1A). In contrast, the slopeTV ANOVA did not show significant main or interaction effects

(Table S1A). The corresponding repeated measures ANOVAs for the flashing metronome conditions

showed only significant main effects of serial order on both interceptTV and slopeTV (Table S1B). In Fig-

ure 2C, we compared either interceptTV or slopeTV among flashing, acceleration, and deceleration condi-

tions. It is evident that the responses to decelerated motion display the largest interceptTV, with responses
4 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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Figure 2. Timing accuracy and precision

(A) The temporal variability (TV; median and interquartiles) of the first interval of the continuation epoch (C1) in the deceleration conditions plotted as a

function of target duration (td ). The corresponding linear regression was used to determine the intercept at 650 ms (interceptTV = 44.1 ms), and the slope

(slopeTV = 0.061 ms).

(B) SlopeTV plotted as a function of interceptTV across the serial order elements (S1-S5, C1-C5) of the SCT for the deceleration conditions. The circle in C1

highlights the values obtained from A.

(C) SlopeTV as a function of interceptTV for all serial order elements for the flashing metronomes (blue), all directions with accelerated motion (red +) and all

directions with decelerated motion (green-). Note the U-shaped progression of slopeTV and interceptTV across the serial order elements of the SCT. The

time-independent variability (interceptTV) is larger in deceleration conditions, and the time-dependent variability (slopeTV) is larger in the Flashing condition

for the first two serial order elements (S1, S2).

(D) SlopeTV plotted as a function of interceptTV across serial orders by pooling motion conditions in natural and non-natural gravity conditions. Note the

overlapping temporal variability profiles in the two gravity conditions.

(E) Constant error (median and interquartiles) of the first interval of the continuation epoch (C1) for the decelerated motion condition is plotted as a function

of td . We fitted a linear regression and extracted the intercept at 650 ms (interceptCE = 2 ms) and the slope (slopeCE = �0.112 ms).

(F) SlopeCE plotted as a function of interceptCE across the produced intervals of the synchronization and continuation epochs for the deceleration conditions.

The open circle depicts the data from E. Note the inverted U-shaped progression of slopeCE and interceptCE across the serial order elements of the SCT.

(G) SlopeCE as a function of interceptCE for all serial order elements for the flashing metronomes (blue), all directions with accelerated motion (red +) and all

directions with decelerated motion (green). Note that interceptCE reached low values for flashing conditions, intermediate values for acceleration

conditions, and large values for deceleration conditions. (H) SlopeCE as a function of interceptCE across serial orders for the natural and non-natural gravity

conditions. Note that the constant error profiles between both gravity conditions are similar but shifted along the abscissa.
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to accelerated and flashing metronomes exhibiting comparable interceptTV values across all produced in-

tervals in the SCT sequence. Indeed, significant differences emerged only between flashing and deceler-

atedmotion (Table S1C). In addition, the slopeTV values in the first synchronization interval (S1) with flashing

metronomes are substantial and significantly different from those obtained with moving metronomes for

the same S1 interval (F(2,31) = 6.5, p < 0.0001; flashing against acceleration and deceleration conditions

with paired t tests, p < 0.05). We also tested the effects of natural and non-natural gravity conditions in

a separate repeatedmeasures ANOVA, with no significant differences for either interceptTV or slopeTV (Fig-

ure 2D; Table S1D).

These results suggest that visual motion produced changesmostly on the time-independent component of

the SCT, with lower variability in response to acceleratedmotion and flashing, and the highest variability for

deceleratedmotion. With respect to the serial order in rhythmic production, larger and smaller variability in

both time-independent and dependent components was observed for S1 and S5, respectively. No effect of

visual motion naturalness was found.
iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023 5
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Tapping accuracy

Figure 2E shows the CE as a function of td for the first produced interval of the continuation epoch during

the deceleration conditions, with the typical bias effect of overestimation for short intervals and underes-

timation for long intervals. We defined two measures to characterize this behavior using linear regression

on these data: the intercept at 650 ms (interceptCE) and the slope of the regression (slopeCE; see Figure 2E).

The former is proportional to the indifference interval, namely, the interval where there is no error in

timing.10,58,62 The latter corresponds to the magnitude of the bias effect (i.e., the larger the negative slope,

the larger the regression toward the mean).11,63,64 Then, we plotted the slopeCE as a function of the inter-

ceptCE for each produced interval in the SCT sequence. In Figure 2F, it is evident that there is an inverted U

shape in the change of these two parameters across the SCT sequence with flashing metronomes. At the

beginning of the task (S1), there was a large negative slope with an interceptCE around�10ms (smaller than

the intermediate target interval). Then the slope approached zero in the next synchronization intervals (S2-

S5), with the interceptCE migrating toward 0 ms, suggesting that the indifference interval was around

650 ms. During continuation (C1-C5), the slope again became negative and large, and the interceptCE ac-

quired stationary values around�20ms. These results indicate the crucial effects of the sequence on timing

accuracy: (1) the initial interval in the rhythmic sequence shows a large bias effect, (2) during the next syn-

chronization intervals the accuracy is close to perfect, and (3) during the continuation epoch the bias effect

resumes with a stable interceptCE that may reflect the subject’s preferred interval under internal rhythmic

tapping. Similar trends were observed for all motion conditions, as well as for the flashing conditions (Fig-

ure S1). Repeated measures ANOVAs showed, for the moving metronome conditions, significant main ef-

fects of serial order and motion kinematics, but no significant main effects for direction or significant inter-

actions for both slopeCE and interceptCE (Table S1A). Moreover, for the flashing conditions, the repeated

measures ANOVA showed only significant main effects for serial order on slopeCE and interceptCE
(Table S1B). We compared the slopeCE and interceptCE patterns across serial orders between flashing, ac-

celeration, and deceleration conditions. The inverted U shape in the serial order of slopeCE vs. interceptCE
was the prevalent pattern across all conditions (Figure 2G), but with a significant increasing shift in the in-

terceptCE profile between flashing, acceleration, and deceleration conditions (all paired t tests showing

p < 0.0001, see Table S1C). In addition, slopeCE, which is a measure of the bias effect, was also larger in

the deceleration conditions than in the flashing and acceleration conditions (Table S1C). Crucially, statis-

tical differences were found between natural and non-natural gravity conditions for interceptCE but not

for slopeCE (Figure 2H; Table S1D).

These findings indicate that interceptCE was shorter for flashing and larger for deceleration. Although there

was a strong tendency to reach an indifference interval around 550 ms at the end of the continuation epoch

for all motion conditions (see Figure S2), the overall interceptCE was significantly larger in the non-natural

gravity condition than in the natural gravity condition. Finally, the bias effect was larger for deceleration

than acceleration and flashing conditions.

Tapping prediction

The asynchronies showed large negative values with decelerated motion and similar values with flashing

and accelerated motion, which were closer to zero but with a systematic decreasing trend as a function

of td and of serial order (Figure 3A, top). Indeed, the repeated measures ANOVA applied to the moving

metronome conditions showed significant main effects of motion kinematics and td , as well as significant

interactions for motion kinematics x td , motion kinematics x serial order, and serial order x td (Table S2A).

With flashing metronomes, asynchronies were influenced significantly only by td and serial order (blue

traces in Figure 3A, top; Table S2B). By comparing mean asynchronies with the static-kinetic model

(Table S2C), we did find significant differences between deceleration conditions and either acceleration

or flashing conditions, while asynchronies in response to accelerated and flashing stimuli were statistically

indistinguishable (compare red and blue traces in Figure 3A; Table S2C). Visual motion naturalness did not

have statistically significant effects (Table S2D).

The variability of the asynchronies, which corresponds to their intra-trial standard deviation, was signifi-

cantly larger for the deceleration condition than the acceleration condition (especially for longer td ) and

showed a systematic increase with serial order, accounted for by a significant serial order x td interaction

(Figure 3B; Table S2A). With flashing visual metronomes, tapping variability increased significantly with

the serial order and td (Table S2B). Notably, the variability of the asynchronies was significantly lower

not just when comparing the acceleration and deceleration conditions but also when comparing the
6 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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Figure 3. Tapping asynchronies

(A) Top row: Tapping asynchronies in response to accelerated (red), decelerated (green), and flashing (blue) visual stimuli. Each graph shows the mean

asynchrony values computed across subjects for the series of six taps in the synchronization epoch for each of the five td (label at the top). Bottom row:

Tapping asynchronies for the vertical motion conditions congruent with natural (blue) and non-natural (brown) gravity. Each graph shows the mean

asynchrony values computed across subjects for the six taps of the synchronization epoch for each td .

(B) Top row: Variability in the asynchronies computed as standard deviations across trials as a function of the serial order of taps for the same experimental

conditions in A, top row. Bottom row: Variability in the asynchronies for the conditions in A, bottom row.
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acceleration and flashing conditions, indicating a more precise prediction for the acceleration condition

(Table S2C). Finally, we found a slight interaction effect between the naturalness of the visual motion

and the serial order of taps (Table S2D).

In sum, the results of these analyses indicated the following aspects. 1) With moving and flashing metro-

nomes, the initial interval in the rhythmic sequence showed a large bias effect and time-independent

component, but both accuracy and precision improved throughout the synchronization epoch. The

time-dependent and independent components, as well as the bias effect, increased again during the

continuation epoch, with stable interceptCE values at the end of continuation epoch, reflecting the sub-

ject’s internalized preferred interval. 2) With moving metronomes, the acceleration of the moving objects

was the strongest factor determining precision and accuracy in SCT performance, whereas the effects of

motion naturalness were limited to the increase of the indifference interval. 3) Compared to flashing met-

ronomes, moving metronomes provided a significant advantage in SCT performance only when time inter-

vals were cued by accelerating objects.
A Bayesian model for rhythmic tapping

In order to gain further insight into the dynamic evolution of the subjects’ SCT performance across the

different experimental conditions, we adapted the three-stage Bayesian model for single interval produc-

tion, designed by Jazayeri and Shadlen,63 to our SCT (Figure 4; see STAR methods). The original model
iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023 7
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Figure 4. Bayesian model

(A) The model incorporates the change from an open loop (top, initial interval S1) to a closed loop (bottom, S2-S5 and C1-

C5) in timing production. During the closed loop, the previous interval influences the current duration, allowing for either

error correction (negative feedback) or interval drift (positive feedback).

(B) The model has a four-stage architecture. First, the target duration td , defined by the metronome, is measured with tm,

which is modeled with a Gaussian distribution centered in ts and adds noise sm to the relation pðtmjtsÞ. Next, the observer

computes a time estimate (te) that is the maximum of the posterior probability, which is proportional to the product of the

likelihood function pðtmjtsÞ and the prior probability distribution pðtsÞ (a Gaussian with a mean mt , and a standard

deviation st ). Third, te is used to compute the produced interval tp with a conditional dependence of tp on te, p
�
tp
��te�,

which adds noise to the production phase by using Gaussian distribution, whose standard deviation is wpte. The wpte is

larger for longer estimated intervals, simulating the scalar property of timing. The last stage considers the influence of the

previous tp� 1 on the current interval, computing the difference between the previously produced and the target duration

as ts = td + lðtp� 1 � tdÞ. This difference influences the current measured time with a l weight. Thus, in the first produced

interval l = 0, but in the following intervals the impact of the previous produced duration depends on how large the

negative feedback error correction or the positive feedback drift adjusts the actual tp. Simulations of the effect of the

small (red), intermediate (orange), and large (yellow) values of the parameters of the model on the constant error (CE) and

temporal variability (TV). The increase in sm produces large changes in the time-independent variability (interceptTV) and

a moderate increase in the bias effect. The increase in wp induces a large increment in interceptTV and slopeTV with no

changes in CE. An increase in mt produces a shift toward the right in the indifference interval and no changes in TV. A rise in

st induces an increase in the bias effect. Finally, l = 0 implies no feedback, l< 0 involves negative feedback error

correction, and l> 0 entails positive feedback with interval drift. The orange numbers on top of the CE plots correspond
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Figure 4. Continued

to the actual intermediate values of the model used to obtain the CE and TV. The small and large values for these

simulations are close to the minimum and maximum values of the scale (color bar) for each model parameter depicted

in Figure 5.
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includes an initial measurement stage, where the input interval ðtsÞ is transformed by a noisy observer to

measured time ðtm) using a Gaussian distribution centered on ts and with a standard deviation sm (Fig-

ure 4B). Then, the observer computes the maximum likelihood estimator (te) as the maximum of the pos-

terior probability, which is proportional to the product of the likelihood function pðtmjtsÞ and the prior prob-

ability distribution pðtsÞ. The prior pðtsÞ is a Gaussian distribution with a mean mt and a standard deviation st

that crucially maps the history of sample intervals that the observer has encountered during a block of trials,

producing the bias effect. The third stage uses te to compute the produced interval tp, utilizing the condi-

tional dependence of tp on te as p
�
tp
��te�, which adds noise to the production phase by using Gaussian dis-

tribution, whose standard deviation is wpte. Hence, wpte is larger for longer estimated intervals, simulating

the scalar property of timing. The SCT involves the sequential production of intervals in a closed loop (Fig-

ure 4A). Typically, during the synchronization epoch, an error correction mechanism generates the ten-

dency for short-produced intervals to be followed by a long interval and vice versa, thereby avoiding large

error accumulation that could drive tapping responses out of sync with the metronome. In contrast, during

the continuation epoch, subjects use an internal clock that tends to generate a small drift in the produced

intervals toward progressively shorter or longer intervals. Hence, in order to capture both phenomena, we

added a fourth stage to the model. In this step, the difference between the previously produced interval

(tp� 1) and the physical interval (td ) influences the input time as ts = td + lðtp� 1 � tdÞ with a l weight. In

the first produced interval l = 0 (Figure 4C, l middle). In the following intervals of the synchronization

epoch, l depends on how much error correction adjusts the actual tp, with values below zero since there

is a negative feedback loop (Figure 4C, l top) (see the lag 1 autocorrelation between consecutive intervals

in the SCT in Figure S3A). Finally, during the continuation epoch, l tends to be positive because the positive

loop of produced intervals causes a drift (Figure 4C, l bottom; see also the drift of produced intervals dur-

ing the continuation epoch in Figure S3B). It is important to consider that the noise parameters sm for time

measurement and wp for time production capture the changes in TV during the SCT. In contrast, mt and st

capture the effects on the CE, with the former linked to the interceptCE and indifference interval and the

latter related to the magnitude of the bias effect (slope) (see Figure 4C and S4C).

For each subject, we fitted the model parameters, namely, sm, mt , st ; wp, and l to the SCT for the flashing

condition and the eight visual motion conditions. Goodness-of-fit values were large, with significant corre-

lations between the predicted and actual data across subjects (Figures S4A and S4B). Figure 5 shows the

coefficients of the model across the serial orders of the eight motion conditions and the flashing condition.

A repeated measures ANOVA applied to the parameters fitted to the motion conditions indicated that the

time measurement noise (sm) showed significant main effects of serial order, motion kinematics, and their

interaction (Figure 5A top; Table S3A), with larger values for S1 across all kinematic conditions and smaller

values for the acceleration condition than for the deceleration condition. sm also exhibited significant main

effects of serial order andmetronome position in the ANOVA applied to the flashing condition (Table S3B).

The static-kinetic ANOVA showed significant effects, with pairwise differences between deceleration and

either flashing or acceleration conditions (Figure 5A, bottom; Table S3C).

The time production noise (wp), which is associated with the slope of the scalar property, showed a signif-

icant main effect of serial order and kinematics Figure 5B, top; Table S3A) for the moving metronome con-

ditions and only a main effect of serial order with flashing metronomes (Table S3B). A large wp was

observed for S1 Figure 5B, bottom), and a significantly large wp was observed in the flashing condition

compared to the accelerated motion condition Figure 5B bottom; Table S3C).

The mean of the prior distribution (mt ), a parameter linked to the indifference interval and interceptCE,

showed significant main effects of serial order and motion kinematics for the moving metronomes

ANOVA and only of serial order for the flashing metronomes ANOVA Figure 5C, top; Tables S3A and

S3B). This parameter was larger for deceleration than for acceleration and flashing conditions

(Table S3C) and larger for the synchronization epoch than for the continuation epoch (Figure 5C, bottom).

The sigma of the prior (st ), a parameter associated with the magnitude of the bias effect, showed a signif-

icant main effect of serial order for both the motion and flashing metronome ANOVAs (Figure 5D,
iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023 9
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Figure 5. Parameters of the Bayesian model across the flashing and motion conditions

(A) Top. sm is plotted for the eight motion conditions (arrows specify the direction: green for deceleration, red for acceleration) and the flashing condition

(blue F) as a function of serial order in the SCT, ranging from S1 to C5. The scale on the heatmap is at the bottom. Bottom. Diagonal matrix of the pairwise

Bonferroni post-hoc test between the five serial order elements of the synchronization epochs and the corresponding five of the continuation epochs for the

four deceleration conditions (green), four acceleration conditions (red), and the flashing condition (blue F).

(B, C, D, E) Values of mt , st ; wp, and l, respectively, plotted as in A.
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top; Table S3A and S3B), since it was smaller for S1 and C1-C5, where the bias effect was also more evident

(Figure 5D, bottom). st was larger for deceleration than for acceleration and flashing conditions

(Table S3C).

Finally, l, a parameter that captures the correlation between consecutively produced intervals in the SCT,

showed significant main effects of serial order and motion kinematics for the moving metronomes ANOVA

and only of serial order for the flashing metronomes ANOVA Figure 5E, top; Tables S3A and S3B). l was

negative only for the synchronization epoch of the acceleration condition and significantly different from

the deceleration condition, indicating robust error correction (Table S3C). Moreover, l was positive and

larger for the continuation epoch than for the synchronization epoch (Figure 5E, bottom), indicating the

drift in produced intervals during the internally driven phase of the SCT.

It is striking that none of the Bayesian model parameters, except for mt , showed significant differences be-

tween the natural and non-natural gravity conditions (Table S3D). Overall, the Bayesian model captured all

the precision and accuracy properties of rhythmic performance in the SCT across the target conditions

described earlier. Moreover, regardless of the target condition, subjects optimally switched between

the sensory-guided tap synchronization and the internally driven continuation using mechanisms of error

correction and regression toward the mean, respectively.
DISCUSSION

The results of the present study support three main conclusions. First, when syncing to moving metro-

nomes, timing accuracy, precision, and the correlation of consecutively produced intervals were more effi-

cient with accelerated motion than with decelerated motion and hardly influenced by object motion natu-

ralness, implying that motion kinematics per se was the predominant factor determining rhythm

synchronization. Second, metronomes cued by accelerated motion provided an overall performance

advantage, also relative to flashing visual metronomes. Third, a Bayesian observer model could account

for the changes in the bias effect and scalar property, as well as the error correction or drift in produced

intervals within the synchronization and continuation epochs of the SCT across motion conditions,
10 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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providing a parametric account of isochronic rhythmic behavior that indicates an optimal shift of behavior

that maximizes temporal precision and accuracy depending on the epoch of the SCT.

Effects of motion kinematics and naturalness on rhythmic timing

It has been previously shown that the auditory-visual asymmetry for beat induction can be canceled out by

visual moving metronomes,37 especially with naturalistic stimuli such as videos of a continuous bouncing

ball with changes in speed.14,38,39 One hypothesis to explain these observations is that visual motion

may engage the time-to-collision mechanism underlying interceptive action control or collision avoid-

ance.41,42,65 According to this idea, the parieto-premotor system recruited for encoding time to contact

for discrete events could also be involved in the internal representation of periodic collision points, effi-

ciently driving the motor system for beat-based timing.14,44,45 The present study was designed to test

whether physically realistic motion trajectories with downward acceleration or upward deceleration profiles

induced better rhythm entraining in the SCT than non-natural vertical acceleration/downward deceleration

or horizontal acceleration/deceleration motion metronomes. In effect, a natural gravity gain on rhythmic

timing might be expected based on the evidence that diving gannets use gravitational signals to compute

the time to contact and fold their wings before entering the water66 and humans can use an internal rep-

resentation of gravity effects residing in the vestibular cortex to accurately time the interception of vertically

falling objects.52,67–69 However, our findings were not congruent with this expectation since the timing ac-

curacy, precision, and correlation of consecutively produced intervals were similar between natural and

non-natural gravity and vertical and horizontal motion conditions. Rather, they suggest that the parieto-

premotor internal representation of periodic collision points either does not integrate or downweighs sig-

nals from the parieto-insular vestibular cortex, which are known to encode a priori information about grav-

ity,50 to generate beat representation during the SCT. The only consistent effect of the naturalness of visual

motion was a decrease in the indifference interval, implying that gravity-related information may tune the

preferred tempo representation.

Our results also indicated that the parieto-premotor system entrains rhythmic tapping more efficiently with

metronomes cued by accelerated motion than with decelerated motion or flashing metronomes.70 Neu-

rons in the middle temporal area (MT) of the extrastriate visual cortex, which is reciprocally connected

with the posterior parietal cortex,71 are tuned for direction and speed of moving visual stimuli but not

for acceleration-deceleration.72,73 However, recent studies have shown that acceleration information can

be extracted by assessing changes over time in the stimulus speed population code in the MT.74,75 We

could thus hypothesize that the reader of speed population signals from the MT in the parietal-premotor

system could build a stronger rhythmic timing prediction with accelerating motion than with decelerating

motion. For example, this could be achieved by a better estimation of the difference between the initial

object velocity and the velocity at the bounce in the acceleration condition due to a bias in the reading sys-

tem toward increasing speeds. In other words, the stronger internal representation of periodic collision

points may depend on the more robust estimation of motion acceleration. In addition, the high terminal

velocity and sudden speed changes observed in the accelerating objects could have entrained sharper

and less variable ramping activities in parietal and premotor neurons that encode event timing and control

rhythmic tapping behavior by producing higher and sharper activity levels in MT neurons tuned to high

speeds.76,77

Preferred tempo and the internally produced intervals

Classical tapping studies coined the notion of preferred rhythmic tempo, which refers to the interval pro-

duced naturally when individuals tap in the absence of external cues.78–80 The preferred tempo in human

adults is around 600 ms. In addition, since Fraisse (1963), indifference interval phenomena78,81 have been

linked to the preferred internal periodicity. Thus, the convergence of the CE toward zero is considered the

result of the dominance of an internal clock with prevailing timing. For example, Jones and McAuley

(2005)82 computed the preferred period from the CE of an interval discrimination task and found that

the preferred period is not fixed and varies depending on the range of intervals used in an experimental

session. The present findings indicate that, during the last three intervals of the continuation epoch, the

subjects’ indifference interval converged to a particular value that was shorter for the flashing condition

than for accelerating and decelerating conditions and was larger for non-natural gravity than natural gravity

conditions (Figure 2). These findings suggest that the internal timing mechanism uses the bias effect to

cope with the lack of entraining sensory input across conditions, but the preferred tempo is directly

affected by motion properties of the metronome, changing the indifference interval even during
iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023 11
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continuation where the stimuli were turned off several intervals before. These changes in indifference in-

terval could be due to changes in the mean of the internal prior function. Neurophysiological studies

have shown that the neural population dynamics in the primate medial premotor areas can represent

the prior distribution of timing.5,83 Hence, we suggest that the motion condition and naturalness had a dif-

ferential effect on the encoding of timing priors in the motor system through the visual motion encoders in

the parietal cortex.26

Bayesian modeling of rhythmic timing

The results of the model revealed interesting features concerning the synchronization strategies adopted

with moving and flashing metronomes: a) subjects used three different optimal strategies to produce in-

tervals within the tapping sequence: a large mix between prior knowledge of the statistics of used intervals

and the time measurement at the beginning of the synchronization epoch, which is sensitive to the prop-

erties of the metronome; b) an error correction mechanism during the successive intervals of the synchro-

nization that compensated for the effect of the prior and increased the timing precision; c) a balanced use

of prior and time measurement during the internally driven epoch of the task, with a large feedforward in-

fluence between consecutive intervals producing the characteristic drift of the continuation; and d) the

indifference interval was modulated by serial order but reached homogeneous values at the end of the

continuation epoch, suggesting the expression of a preferred interval that was modulated by the metro-

nome’s properties.

The use of Bayesian inference to describe timing performance has been widely employed to characterize

the optimal combination of prior knowledge about the statistics of the presented intervals of an experi-

ment with the likelihood function of the measured time.64,84 This modeling approach offers some advan-

tages over more classical approaches, such as the iconic Wing and Kristofferson model,85,86 which focused

only on the continuation epoch and was designed to split the total variability into a motor and a scalar

timing component without including timing accuracy or the change in correlation between consecutively

produced intervals in the two epochs of the SCT. Bayesian models, like the one we adopted, can not

only capture the scalar property of timing by adding noise that is proportional to the interval during

time production but also explain the bias, as well as the negative or positive correlation of lag 1 intervals.

Particularly, in the Bayesian framework, the prior represents the bias or regression toward the mean effect,

and it has been suggested to be the result of an error minimization strategy.63,87,88 In contrast, our model

explains the bias and scalar properties of timing, as well as the negative or positive correlation of lag 1 in-

tervals. Our results indicate that this error optimization strategy was used at the beginning of the SCT

sequence and during the internally driven epoch of the trial. However, during synchronization, it was re-

placed by an error correction mechanism that could adjust the duration of consecutive intervals in a nega-

tive feedback fashion (short followed by long, long followed by short). This mechanism allows for the

compensation of movement timing to avoid large error accumulation.28,89 Previous psychophysical studies

in humans have reported strong error correction for auditory metronomes and weak error correction for

flashing visual metronomes.14,45 Here we found that accelerated but not decelerated motion produced

robust error correction, comparable if not superior to that observed with flashing metronomes. Crucially,

the parameter lambda that we included in the new version of the Bayesian model by Jazayeri and Shad-

len26,63 accounted for the error correction strategy during synchronization and for the drift in the duration

of the produced intervals during the continuation epoch. These findings support the notion that, during

rhythmic timing, humans dynamically use prior knowledge or error correction to optimize time interval pro-

duction depending on the task contingencies, adding a new dimension to the optimal control of rhythmic

behavior.

Visual timing in practice: Kinematics of the conductor’s baton

A cogent, real-world example of visual rhythmic timing is in an orchestra, where a conductor uses visual

gestures, among a range of other expressive features, to communicate clear timing cues that enable indi-

viduals in an ensemble to produce highly synchronized sound.90 In addition to gesturing beats, the con-

ducting pattern typically follows standard shapes depending on the musical meter, as the two-, three-,

and four-beat hand-arm trajectories. Notably, the shapes produced by the conductor are not solely in

the vertical plane. Rather, they involve movements in different directions to produce the typical shapes

which cue the ensemble. Each shape represents an entire bar of music consisting of two, three, or four

beats. Therefore, beats are not conveyed only through vertical movements, which may exploit the effects

of gravity. Indeed, empirical studies investigating conducting movement kinematics on synchronization
12 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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through tapping indicated that the acceleration of the baton is the key kinematic variable explaining syn-

chronization behavior,91 more so than the direction of motion, the changes in direction, or the instanta-

neous speed.92 Notwithstanding the differences between the biological motion patterns generated by

the orchestra conductor and the inanimate object motion employed in the present study, our finding

that acceleratingmetronomes, regardless of movement direction, produced themost precise and accurate

tapping is consistent with these studies of orchestral conducting.
Conclusion

In sum, our experimental findings and computational modeling link together and add detail to a consistent

account of the kinematic properties of movement that can induce a visual beat in both laboratory and real-

world settings, and they provide insight into the neural dynamics in parieto-premotor regions that underlie

these abilities. Furthermore, our model provides a parametric account not just for the occurrence of taps

but also for the dynamic production of taps on a beat-by-beat basis, given previous sensory and motor his-

tory. In particular, the four stages of our model (measurement, internal estimation, motor production, and

feedback) may provide a useful framework for deeper quantitative investigation of synchronization to visual

cues provided by a conductor. These insights may also be relevant for computational gesture analysis and

interactive tools based on conducting,93,94 and for our understanding of whole-body movement dynamics

during dance.95
Limitations of the study

This study has three main caveats. The first one is the lack of an auditory metronome condition. This would

allow comparing the gain in the precision and predictability of tapping between the classical auditory SCT

and the present accelerating and decelerating visual motion conditions. Second, a task condition with no

changes in the position of the moving visual stimuli and the tapping locations could definitively rule out the

possible effects of stimulus-response position on the observed changes in tapping behavior. Finally, the

subjects produced five intervals in the synchronization and continuation epochs. With a larger number

of intervals produced in the SCT sequence, subjects could have reached more stable error correction

and bias effects in the two epochs of our task.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Sixteen Italian volunteers (eight females, age 22.94 years G2.82 SD) were enrolled in the study. Experi-

mental procedures were previously approved by the ethics committee of the University of Rome ‘‘Tor Ver-

gata’’ (protocol #: 23/18), and participants signed a written consent form before participating in the exper-

iment. Subjects were either right-handed or ambidextrous (one subject), according to the Edinburgh

questionnaire, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

METHOD DETAILS

Participants sat 35 cm in front of a 22-inch touchscreen (Elo Touch ET2201L, Elo TouchSystems, USA) where

visual scenes were displayed with 1920 3 1080 pixel resolution and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Scenarios were

created using the MATLAB (2017b; Mathworks, USA) Psychtoolbox-3 toolbox.59 Tapping responses were

acquired via the USB interface of the touchscreen at a sampling frequency of 120 Hz. Eye movements

were recorded with an Eyelink 1000 tracker system (SR Research Ltd., Canada) at a sampling frequency

of 500 Hz.

Synchronization-continuation task

Subjects performed two variations of the Synchronization-Continuation Task (SCT). In one variation, they

synchronized finger-tapping responses to events produced by moving visual objects (Moving metronome

condition). In the second variation, which was used as a control condition, participants tapped in sync with

the flashing of the same visual objects for 150 ms at fixed screen locations (Flashing metronome condition).

Each trial started when subjects placed their right index finger in the starting position at the center of the

tapping area located at the bottom right corner of the touchscreen (see Figure 1). Then, stimuli were pre-

sented alternately in two positions as an isochronous metronome. After the first three instruction visual

stimuli (observation epoch), the subjects produced six taps in synchrony with the metronome (synchroniza-

tion epoch), first on the left red circle and then alternating between the two red circles in the tapping area.

We used two stimuli and two response locations to generate a tapping task that simulatedmore naturalistic

situations, such as a drummer playing the bongos, congas, or timbales. In addition, the alternating

response locations were used to generate a congruent response to two falling objects in the vertical
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condition. It is important to consider that the present results on tapping precision, accuracy, and prediction

are similar to the ones reported in the literature for tapping to one location during an SCT,7,24 suggesting

that the use of two response locations slightly affects rhythmic tapping performance. After the visual metro-

nome was extinguished, the subjects tapped six more times in the absence of any visual cue (continuation

epoch). Five target interval durations (td ) were used, from 450 to 850 ms in steps of 100 ms. During the task,

subjects were required to maintain ocular fixation on designated points of the visual scenes (see below).

Vertical and horizontal scenarios

Visual metronomes were displayed in two different visual scenarios, which were designed specifically to

represent either vertical or horizontal object motion (Vertical and Horizontal Scenarios, respectively).

The two scenarios were presented in separate experimental sessions, performed at least 24 h apart, and

their order of presentation was counter-balanced across subjects. In the Vertical Scenario, visual metro-

nomes were rendered over a structured background scene reproducing a tropical beach, in which two

palm trees surrounded by other naturalistic graphic elements provided cues for scaling the scene to

real-world size (Figure 1B).

For the Moving metronome condition, two coconuts (9.4 visual degrees apart) were either dropped from

both palm tree and bounced on the ground below the trees or were launched from the ground and

bounced against the top branches of the palm trees. For each direction of motion, the coconuts’ motion

could be either accelerated or decelerated at a magnitude of 9.81 m*s�2 scaled to the virtual scene size.

The velocity at the bounce was 59 and 5 visual degrees*sec�1 for accelerated and decelerated motion,

respectively. After bouncing, coconuts moved at an oblique angle from the bouncing surface and disap-

peared quickly behind the trees by moving at a velocity between 18 and 21 visual degrees*sec�1 (Fig-

ure 1D). In each trial, the two coconuts moved in the same direction and with the same kinematics (motion

duration was fixed at 750 ms), but their motion onsets were shifted temporally at fixed amounts of time so

that alternated bounces between the right (always occurring first) and the left coconut defined one of the

five possible td of the visual metronome. Note that, in this scenario, downward accelerated and upward

decelerated motion of the coconuts represented conditions compatible with the effects of natural gravity,

whereas upward accelerated and downward decelerated motion were conditions incongruent with a nat-

ural setting. Thus, these conditions could be used to test for the effects of motion naturalness on the syn-

chronization performance.

In the Flashing metronome condition, static images of the coconuts were flashed for 150 ms at the bounc-

ing locations of the Moving metronome conditions, either on the ground or on the tree branches. In each

trial, alternated flashing of the two visual objects started always from the right side and occurred at fixed

intervals corresponding to one of the five td of the visual metronome (Figure 1F).

In the Horizontal Scenario, the two visual objects were represented by remotely controlled toy racing cars

positioned upon two bookshelves, separated vertically by 9.4 visual degrees (see Figure 1C). In the Moving

metronome condition, the toy cars ran along the upper and lower bookshelves, starting from one end of the

bookshelves, and bounced against the pile of books at the opposite side of the bookshelves. The objects’

velocity at the bounce was identical to that described for the vertically moving objects. After the bounce,

cars moved obliquely from the bouncing surface at a velocity between 18 and 21 visual degrees*sec�1 and

disappeared quickly behind the book piles. In separate trials, the toy cars moved either rightward or left-

ward and their motion could be either accelerated or decelerated at 9.81 m*s�2 scaled to the virtual scene

size (Figure 1E). Like in the Vertical Scenario, the two cars had the same kinematics (motion duration =

750 ms), but their motion onsets were shifted temporally at fixed amounts of time so that alternate bounces

between the cars on the bottom (occurring first) and on the top shelf defined one of the five td of the visual

metronome.

Note that because the acceleration/deceleration profiles for the leftward/rightward motion of the two

motorized vehicles could be equally plausible in a real-life setting, we did not use these conditions to

test for the effect of motion naturalness. In the Flashing condition, static images of the toy cars were flashed

for 150 ms at the bouncing locations of the Moving metronome condition, either at the left or at the right

end of the bookshelves. In each trial, alternated flashing of the two visual targets started always from the

bottom shelf and corresponded to one of the five possible td (Figure 1F).
18 iScience 26, 107543, September 15, 2023
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During each SCT trial, subjects maintained ocular fixation on a dark green dot (diameter 1.1 visual degrees)

positioned�8 visual degrees from the visual metronome (see the examples shown in Figures 1B and 1C for

visual metronomes presented at the bottom of the palm trees in the Vertical Scenario and at the right end

of the bookshelves in the Horizontal Scenario). The fixation point color turned red between trials to instruct

subjects they could temporarily break fixation.

Each experimental session comprised twenty Moving metronome conditions resulting from factoring two

motion directions (UM | DM in the Vertical Scenario; RM | LM in the Horizontal Scenario), two motion accel-

erations (deceleration | acceleration) and five td (450 | 550 | 650 | 750 | 850 ms). Similarly, ten Flashing metro-

nome conditions were obtained by factoring two flashing locations (top | bottom for the Vertical Scenario;

right | left for the Horizontal Scenario) and five td (450 | 550 | 650 | 750 | 850 ms). A pseudorandom sequence

of eight repetitions of these thirty conditions (240 trials total) was presented in six mini-blocks of forty trials

each. The first two mini-blocks involved Moving metronome trials, grouped with respect to the visual ob-

jects’ movement direction; the third mini-block included Flashing metronome trials presented at the loca-

tion of the first Movingmetronomemini-block. After a short break (�5min), subjects performed the remain-

ing two Moving metronome mini-blocks (presented in the same order as the first two mini-blocks) and the

final mini-block with Flashing metronomes presented at the location of the second Moving metronome

mini-block. The order of mini-blocks with different motion directions was counterbalanced across

participants.

Data pre-processing. We evaluated the subjects’ performance during the SCT by analyzing their tap-

ping response times, acquired at 120 Hz from the touchscreen via a standard USB interface. The series

of twelve taps produced during each trial delimited 11 time intervals. The first five produced intervals

(tp) represented the subjects’ reproduction of the target duration (td) during the synchronization epoch,

whereas the last five corresponded to the reproduction of the memorized td during the continuation

epoch. The sixth interval, delimited by the last tap of the synchronization epoch and the first of the contin-

uation epoch, was discarded. For each subject we computed the mean constant error (CE) and temporal

variability (TV) of each tp of the synchronization and continuation epochs across trials of the same experi-

mental condition. CE can be defined as tp – td and represents a measure of timing accuracy. TV is a measure

of timing precision and corresponds to the standard deviation of the tp.

From the response times, we also determined the tap asynchronies; that is, the time differences between

the taps and visual events cueing the subjects’ responses during the synchronization epoch (object bounc-

ing or flashing, depending on the type of visual metronome). Negative and positive asynchrony values indi-

cated whether subjects anticipated or followed the cueing visual events. Then, for each subject we

computed the mean and the standard deviation values of the asynchronies for each tap of the SCT series

across trials of a given experimental condition.

These datasets were screened for trials during which subjects either broke ocular fixation or did not

perform the tapping sequence correctly. Following this screening procedure, we discarded 127 out of

3840 trials (3.3%) in which ocular fixation deviated more than 2� of visual angle for longer than 200 ms;

an additional 176 trials were discarded (4.6% of the total) because participants did not complete the series

of 12 taps; 263 other trials (6.9% of the total) were discarded because the tp was three standard deviations

above the mean values observed in that experimental condition.

Custom-made scripts implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, USA) were used for data pre-processing.
Slope analysis

The slope method is a classical timing model that uses a linear regression between TV as a function of

target duration (td ) to arrive at a generalized form of Weber’s law (see Figure 2A). The resulting slope (slo-

peTV) is associated with the time-dependent process, capturing the scalar property of interval timing. The

intercept (interceptTV) is related to the time-independent component, which is the fraction of variance that

is relatively invariant across interval durations and is associated with sensory detection and processing, de-

cision making, memory load, and/or motor execution.59–61 As a convention, we computed the interceptTV

at the intermediate target interval of 650 ms instead of at 0 ms, as usually computed in linear regression

(Figure 2A). InterceptTV and slopeTV were computed for each subject and condition though linear

regression.
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Similarly, we regressed the CE on the td and defined two other measures to further characterize the SCT

behavior: 1) the intercept at 650 ms (interceptCE), which is proportional to the indifference interval, namely,

the interval where there is no error in timing10,62; 2) the slope of the regression line, called slopeCE, which

corresponds to the magnitude of the bias effect (i.e., the larger the negative slope, the larger the regres-

sion toward the mean).11,63,64
Bayesian model

We used the target td as initial input data and produced intervals tp. Our four-step model included a mea-

surement process characterized by pðtmjts;bmÞ = Nðtmjts; smÞ, an estimation process given by te =

f ðtm;mt ; stÞ = maxtfpðtjtmÞg, a production process described by p
�
tp
��te;wp

�
= N

�
tp
��te;wpte

�
, and finally

a feedback process given by ts = td + lðtp� 1 � tdÞ. All these processes were summarized in the condi-

tional probability:

p
�
tp
��td� =

ZZ �
p
�
tp
��f ðtmÞ�p�tm��td + l

�
tp� 1 � td

��
p
�
tp� 1

��td��dtmdtp� 1

where sm, mt , st , wp, and l were the model parameters. Assuming independence of the pairs
�
td ; tp

�
across

different trials, the total conditional probability could be written as pðt1p;t2p;.;tnp

���t1d ;t2d ;.;tndÞ =
Q
i

pðtipntidÞ.
We used this equation to maximize the likelihood probability for the different model parameters across all

pairs of behavioral measures
�
td ; tp

�
. Maximization was carried out with the MATLAB gradient-based

method.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The parameters derived from the slope analysis (slopeTV, interceptTV, slopeCE, interceptCE) and Bayesian

model (sm, mt , st ; wp, l) were analyzed with four different repeated measures ANOVAmodels. Two of these

models were applied separately to data from either Moving or Flashing metronome conditions, the third

(Static-Kinetic model) tested differences among acceleration, deceleration, and flashing conditions (thus,

across the two types of visual metronomes), and the fourth (Gravity model) tested the effects of motion

naturalness.

Specifically, for the Moving metronomes model, we included the following ‘‘within subject’’ factors: motion

direction (upward | downward | leftward | rightward), motion kinematics (accelerated | decelerated), serial

order of tp (10 levels), and all their two-way interactions.

For the Flashing metronome condition, we considered the following ‘‘within subjects’’ factors: target

flashing position (up | down | left | right), serial order of tp (10 levels) and all their two-way interactions.

The Static-Kinetic model was a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a three-level factor (accelerated

| decelerated | flashing). The Gravity model included data from the vertical session only, collapsed with

respect to the naturalness of the vertical motion, and considered the following ‘‘within subjects’’ factors:

gravity (natural | non-natural), serial order of tp (10 levels), and their two-way interaction.

The datasets of mean and standard deviation asynchrony values pooled from the 16 participants were sub-

mitted to four repeated measures ANOVA models similar to those described above, with the difference

that we considered the serial order of taps during the Synchronization epoch (6 levels) rather than the serial

order of tp, and that we included the ‘‘within subjects’’ factor target duration (td : 450 | 550 | 650 | 750 | 850ms)

to the Moving metronome, Flashing metronome and Gravity models.

Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to the ANOVA factors’ p values with a statistical significance

cut-off of p = 0.05.

Finally, pairwise comparisons between levels of the ANOVA factors were evaluated by means of two-tailed

paired t-tests, Bonferroni corrected (cut-off of p = 0.05).
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